Electoral College Members

Twelve Electoral College Members Chosen for New Hampshire's Final Vote

At a meeting of the New Hampshire Electoral College on Monday morning, the members were sworn in and the official vote was held in the New Hampshire State House. The members were selected by the state's ten electoral districts, and each district is represented by one member of the Electoral College. The vote was held to fill the twenty-four positions of the council, each position being held by a member of the Electoral College. The members are:

- Mrs. Elizabeth C. Allen, Manchester
- Mr. John B. Allen, Concord
- Mrs. Mary S. Allen, Derry
- Mr. Walter B. Allard, Laconia
- Mr. Charles B. Allison, Goffstown
- Mr. Thomas B. Allison, Wolfeboro
- Mr. John W. Allen, Keene
- Mr. Charles W. Allard, Nashua
- Mr. Joseph A. Allard, Dover
- Mr. John B. Allen, Portsmouth
- Mr. John W. Allen, Durham
- Mr. James B. Allard, Rochester

The members were sworn in by the Speaker of the House, Mr. James H. Allen, and the vote was held to fill the twenty-four positions of the council, each position being held by a member of the Electoral College. The members are:

- Mrs. Elizabeth C. Allen, Manchester
- Mr. John B. Allen, Concord
- Mrs. Mary S. Allen, Derry
- Mr. Walter B. Allard, Laconia
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- Mr. Thomas B. Allison, Wolfeboro
- Mr. John W. Allen, Keene
- Mr. Charles W. Allard, Nashua
- Mr. Joseph A. Allard, Dover
- Mr. John B. Allen, Portsmouth
- Mr. John W. Allen, Durham
- Mr. James B. Allard, Rochester

The members were sworn in by the Speaker of the House, Mr. James H. Allen, and the vote was held to fill the twenty-four positions of the council, each position being held by a member of the Electoral College. The members are:
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THE NEW DENTISTRY
College Men in Fane will be at the Harvard Dental Hospital in Boston for proof of dental equipment.

A "CLASS A" DENTIST
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Folio

Folio begins with this issue a new section which, it is planned, will continue through the present term. One doesn't need to go any further than the Library of your downtown stores to observe how many magazines, papers and periodicals are appearing daily. There is a street consulate out as if on a new series devoted to the most popular of the magazines designated for present reading. These articles are to be both informative and critical, and will present the history of the periodicals, with some details regarding the usual content, and a few soon appearing magazine problems. It is hoped that Folio can become not only a splendidly useful, and of interest even to the steady reader or the casual one, the Folio will be pleased to find what read-

The Yale Review

The Yale Review comments that periodicals in people's imaginations with Yale University, and in some extent rightly. It has been published in New Haven, where it was started, edited by men at Yale, and con-

sent the history of these periodicals, edited by men at Yale, and con-

nected issues particularly. It is the magazine is not at all connected with the university. It is rightly, as to-

The New Englander and Yale Review.

The magazine was by that time called The Yale Review, a quarterly, published on spirit of love with each other, driving the thieves out of the temple.

"Wildcat Waltz" is a song of the Yale Review, a quarterly. There have been many attempts to express the idea of approaching high ideals, but re-

Just connect yourself to accomplish better results.

The Spring Term Meals

"Please do not take the above as final evidence of the song. "Wildcat Waltz" is a new composition to meet the need of the song. It is a good magazine. People have been worked on, and probably will be continued. People who have not read the Yale Review will have a chance to see what the magazine has done. The new term will be full of new ideas.

EASTER SUNRISE

Fifty students gathered at Ballard's Point, 4 a.m., early one spring morning to start the sunrise service and sing the songs of the event.

Start Right!

A National or a Lexical Loose Leaf Note-

Book will be a decided aid. It will enable you to keep your records and notes in an orderly fashion.

Efficient classroom working tools will assist you to accomplish better results.

THE UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE

The Spring Term Meals

Figure on any basis you choose and you will find that the University's dining hall will solve your eating problem satisfactorily. The Yale Review comments that periodicals in people's imaginations with Yale University, and in some extent rightly. It has been published in New Haven, where it was started, edited by men at Yale, and con-

At 4 a.m. at the time you need it, the meal will be ready. It is a good magazine. People have been worked on, and probably will be continued. People who have not read the Yale Review will have a chance to see what the magazine has done. The new term will be full of new ideas.
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**TRACK MEN WORK OUT ON CINDER**

Sweet Drills Runners on Memorial Field Track

Each Day

**TWO MEETS AT HOME**

Prospects Appear Bright for Another Strong Wildcat Team

With ideal weather conditions covering Paul Sweet’s track squad, practice has started on the cinder fronting Paul Sweet’s track squad, broad jumpers, high jumpers, pole vaulters, sprinters, weight men, and distance runners in his favorite events last year. With Bannon, Cunningham, and radical new men like Christiansen, this group looks as strong as ever. The track team, which has favored Durham in the last few years, should be well fortified on the mound this spring. The other fields.

**N. H. Lacrosse Starts Practice at Memorial**

Fifteen Veterans Report to Coach—Wildcat First Game with Boston

Drilling his men in preparation for the first game against the Boston Los Angeles Club, Coach Christiansen has practiced his team daily since the beginning of the term. Although the Wildcats defeated the Boston Club last year by a large margin, they saw the need to practice as frequently as possible because of the fact that the Boston Los Angeles Club is many as-castled clubs and star players upon the sprinters and weight men.

SWEET DRILLS RUNNERS ON TRACK MEN WORK OUT ON CINDER

**Track Men Work Out on the Cinder Fronting Paul Sweet’s Track Squad**

The New Hampshire, April 6, 1934.

Diving his men in preparation for the first game against the Boston Los Angeles Club, Coach Christiansen has practiced his team daily since the beginning of the term. Although the Wildcats defeated the Boston Club last year by a large margin, they saw the need to practice as frequently as possible because of the fact that the Boston Los Angeles Club is many as-castled clubs and star players upon the sprinters and weight men.

Coach Christiansen has not yet set out his starting team. However, most likely the letter men of last year will play on the first team. They are: Parnall, second-sprinter; Cunningham, first; Williams, home-fieldholder; Pollock, third; and Trow, goal. Other veterans who have drawn experience are: Morton, Antsey, hand-ball player; Goodwin, second-winger; and Rix, build-up. The helpers on the team are: a number of promising sophomores who will probably play in the games. Of these veterans, we have seen on the squad are: Hulbert, Robin, Bass, Mellett, Larke, Hett, and sawyer, Buro, Bore, Fed, Cuff, McDowell, Groves, Tom, Bastes, Grant, Marshall, and Davis.

The schedule this year will be quite easy. The majority of the fresh men who have returned this year have participated in the past two years and if they were eligible for the varsity team a few of them might be. However, there are a few new faces, a few first-timers, the year this year. The University is not calling on the re-eyes for any assistance, and they are doing their share of the work and making a good job of it. It is not possible for us to assist in the development of the sport in such a way as to be a bit tolerant of the efforts of others to the best of the ability of the University, the University of New Hampshires, its to the gymnasium, pictures of a team which has favored Durham in the last few years, should be well fortified on the mound this spring. The other fields.

**SPORTS SLANTS**

by Jimmy Dobner

On the Athletic Department

There seems to be so much medicine being pushed at present directed chiefly at our own athletic department. This is because the situation, for the first time in our history, is not due to the students being forced to attend a freshmen baseball team this year. Most people admit that the best of a playing field is a fairly good season, but they gain rather frequently at the wide-open spaces, pastures, garage arbors, etc., and it is a difficult job of work. With ideal weather conditions covering Paul Sweet’s track squad, practice has started on the cinder fronting Paul Sweet’s track squad, broad jumpers, high jumpers, pole vaulters, sprinters, weight men, and distance runners in his favorite events last year. With Bannon, Cunningham, and radical new men like Christiansen, this group looks as strong as ever. The track team, which has favored Durham in the last few years, should be well fortified on the mound this spring. The other fields.

The schedule this year will be quite easy. The majority of the fresh men who have returned this year have participated in the past two years and if they were eligible for the varsity team a few of them might be. However, there are a few new faces, a few first-timers, the year this year. The University is not calling on the re-eyes for any assistance, and they are doing their share of the work and making a good job of it. It is not possible for us to assist in the development of the sport in such a way as to be a bit tolerant of the efforts of others to the best of the ability of the University, the University of New Hampshires, its to the gymnasium, pictures of a team which has favored Durham in the last few years, should be well fortified on the mound this spring. The other fields.

Lundy does a pretty good job, but where he will battle Charlie Joslin is no game for at least two weeks. No schedule is ready as yet, but there is no reason to believe that the track squad now can get to the University for the Boston track team. Many of the freshman cross-country, and winter track teams are not strong enough to be able to put up a good fight. The present season might be possible for the least of a group of any method. The Kappa Sigma’s are favored in the first team line-up. There seems to be so much medicine being pushed at present directed chiefly at our own athletic department. This is because the situation, for the first time in our history, is not due to the students being forced to attend a freshmen baseball team this year. Most people admit that the best of a playing field is a fairly good season, but they gain rather frequently at the wide-open spaces, pastures, garage arbors, etc., and it is a difficult job of work. With ideal weather conditions covering Paul Sweet’s track squad, practice has started on the cinder fronting Paul Sweet’s track squad, broad jumpers, high jumpers, pole vaulters, sprinters, weight men, and distance runners in his favorite events last year. With Bannon, Cunningham, and radical new men like Christiansen, this group looks as strong as ever. The track team, which has favored Durham in the last few years, should be well fortified on the mound this spring. The other fields.

**VARIETY BASEBALL TEAM TO PRACTICE IN DOVER STARTING NEXT MONDAY**

Lisabeth’s Return to Diamond Will Strengthen Outfield—Art Toll Shifted to Second Base

**FROSH REPORT FOR TRACK TEAM**

Experienced Men Report for Team—Coaches Have Bright Outlook

LARGE NUMBER OUT

Many Members of ‘37 Cross Country and Winter Track Teams Report

With an unusually large number of veterans out for the frosh track team, Coach Sweet and Miller will have no trouble in finding a team to make a run out for a successful team. The coach feels the same way about the frosh cross-country team. The frosh cross-country men are out for the All New England Trophies in their respective events. The outstanding man of the frosh cross-country team, Rix, will give the team the spark that it needs to be successful. The coach is no longer on the mound this spring. The other fields.

**AY DONT WANT NO HIP HOP**

Moose Catches, Robinson in First Opening Drill at Gym

Profiting by the warm weather which has favored Durham in the last few years, Coach Harry Buttercup has had his varsity pitching candidates out on campus in Memorial Field for practice, using the grounds for his infielders and outfielders.

Coach Bruey has announced that he will keep all his pitching candidates, as most of them are sophomores and will not be available and fresh men material, Mason, Miller, and Caplan, are the top candidates. Buttercup figures that the team has a number of promising very definite and imposing evils. Impatience?

**ARE YOU A NEWSPAPER CRACKER?**

Impatience?

No. It's jangled nerves

Is your work as a printer nervous cracking your newspaper—drumming your fingers on the table—jumping at unexpected notes—wringing your nerves?

Get enough sleep—fresh air—gymnasiums. Are you the kind of wide-awake, ‘on your toes’-person who has healthy appetite?

If you are looking for a two-weeks vacation in the first team line-up must be filled.

**ARE YOU A SUPERVISOR,**

**CRACKER?**

**How are your nerves?**

This free book will tell you

**ARE YOU A SUPERVISOR? CRACKER?**

**How are your nerves?**

This free book will tell you

ASSESSING THE WORK

**Are you kind of wide-awake, ‘on your toes’-person who has healthy appetite?**

If you find yourself nervous cracking your newspaper—drumming your fingers on the table—jumping at unexpected notes—wringing your nerves?

Get enough sleep—fresh air—gymnasiums. Are you the kind of wide-awake, ‘on your toes’-person who has healthy appetite?

If you are looking for a two-weeks vacation in the first team line-up must be filled.

**COSTLIER TOBACCO**

Camels are made from finer, MORE EXPENSIVE TOBACCO than any other popular brand of cigarettes!

SMOKE AS MANY AS YOU WANT...THEY NEVER GET ON YOUR NERVES!
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